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I. Introduction
Integrated optical device technology is still relatively
undeveloped after more than a decade of research. No common
substrate or waveguide material has emerged as being a superior
device fabrication candidate such as silicon did in the integrated
circuit industry. There are a number of researchprograms
attempting to fabricate integrated optical devices on GaAs since
this is an ideal material, on which to grow laser diodes which
operate in the near infrared region of the spectrum. Another
common technology uses the class of electro-optic materials
such as lithium niobate. While these materials are not restricted
in their use to only infrared wavelengths, they do not provide 	 k
a useful substrate for fabricating lasers.
The third class of substrate and waveguide materials
is various types of glass. This has been used because it is
relatively easy to fabricate waveguides on glass substrates by
a technique known as ion exchange. While it is conceptually
possible to construct LED pumped lasers in glass (Nd;glass), it
has yet to receive much attention from the research community [11.
This study makes extensive use of glass waveguides because of
the ease and economy of fabricating devices in glass. It should
be realized that although all calculations in this research
program are based on the assumption of a glass guide and substrate,
the effects being studied will occur on either of the other
materials if the proper refractive indices are used in the	 Y
r " 17--
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This study has been based on investigating the effects of
a lossy cladding material on a lossless planar dielectric
waveguide. The relative permittivity of a lossy material is
given by
^ -	 "	 aer - er, 	 er -- c r	 ] WCO
where a is the conductivity of the material at the frequency of
interest (w). In this study the lossy material is a semiconductor
since the properties of such materials can be changed by doping,
electric fields and incident photons. Refractive index and
permittivity are related through the following equation.
n = e r1/2 = no - jk	 (2)
where n 0 and k are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive
index, .respectively.
of particular interest in this study is the absorption
coefficient, a, which may be related to the imaginary portion
of the refractive index by the expression a = 2ck. 	 Detailed
classical and quantum mechanical analyses of the absorption of
energy in semiconductors have been covered by several. authors
[2, 3, 4). Section 11 of this report will review some of the
more important concepts of the changes in the absorption coefficient
a, (and thus complex permittivity) due to the incident radiation.
Muc}i of the background investigation and computer predictions
for using semiconductor clad waveguides as modulators and
(1)
.I
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oscillatory effect previously observed in terms of a periodic
coupling between the guided modes of the dielectric waveauide
and the lossy modes of the semiconductor cladding. Frequency
filtering properties of silicon-clad waveguides are also
examined.
The experimental investigation of the predicted modulation
and filtering effects are described in Section V. Due to the
problems with fluorescence in the waveguides an analysis of the
cause of such light emission was undertaken and new substrate.
materials were selected for waveguide fabrication.
I
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II. Complex Permittivity Near th e  Band 'Edge
Two main properties of semiconductors near the absorption
band edge have been investigated in this study; electro -absorption
and optical propagation near the band edge. Both of these
properties are of interest for development of optical modulators
for optical waveguides, Figure l shows a typical absorption
characteristic for amorphous and crystalline silicon. Since
both amorphous and single crystal silicon samples are being
used in this study, it should be noted that the band edge does
not change significantly with the crystalline structure nor
does the relative change in absorption coefficient magnitude.
The electro-absorption effect is based on the ability to
control the absorption band edge by application of an.electric
field of sufficient strength to the semiconductor. This is
often known as the Franz-Keldysh effect [5] and is given by an
equation of the form
D (E -h v) 3/2
g
CE
e Xp (	 E	 ) (3)
''I	 '4
G
aF
 E
}^	 s
where E is the electric field strength, E g
 is the gap energy and
A
C and D are material constants. This equation applies for
by
 < Eg in direct semiconductors and basically predicts the
i
presence of an exponential tail on the absorption curve as shown
in Figure 2. This effect has been observed in a number of
1
semiconductors including silicon and ,GaAs and the observed changes
in absorption agree well with calculated values on the long-wave
side.
i
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Figure 1. The optical absorption coefficient as a function 	 t
of wavelength for a-Si and single crystal Si.
(From (34) )
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Figure 2. Effect of electric field on absorption near
fundamental edge due to direct transition.
The broken curve shows absorption coefficient 	 a
with field on. The lower graph shows the
difference (A-) between the field-on and the 	 j
field-off absorption coefficients. (From (5))
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The primary prediction of the Franz-Keldysh theory, that
the optical absorption edge will broaden and shift toward lower
energy in an electric field has been experimentally verified (9);
the magnitude of the effect is only appreciable in direct band
gap materials, and thus application has been limited primarily
to GaAs and GaAs related compounds. For example, an intensity
modulator using GaAlAs double heterostructures has been
fabricated with band edges close to the light to be modulated
[10]. With 8v applied across the active region, (0.4 um thick)
it is possible to obtain fields close to breakdown (300,000 V/cm).
The change in absorption for the modulator was two orders of
magnitude for only 8v appliea.
An electro-absorption detector has also been demonstrated
using reverse-biased pn junction double heterostructures [10].
Without an applied field, the semiconductor has a band gap of
0.84 um; however, light of wavelength 1.06 pm was guided in the
heterostructu.re and subsequently detected with only 16v reverse
bias applied__-
The second effect of interest in this study also considers
propagation of a wave in the dielectric guide near the band
gap of the semiconductor cladding. In this case it is assumed
that no electric field is applied to the semiconductor, but that
the semiconductor is illuminated by photons with energy sufficiently
above the band gap to produce electron-hole pairs (although,
perhaps, an applied electric field may enhance the photon-induced
chancre in the optical conductivity).
x
k	 r
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A brief review of the absorption processes in semiconductors
will be presented in this section following the analysis of
Omar [2]. His discussion will then be extended to include the
case of photon-induced changes in the absorption coefficient.
Two different absorption processes may be distinguished. They
are
1) free carrier (a classical: analysis, with v < Eg/h)
2) fundamental (a quantum-mechanical analvsis,with
v > Eg/h) where v is the frequency of light, Eg
is the semiconductor band gap energy, and h is
Planck's constant.
The region at the band gap edge (v z Eg/h) is of particular
interest in this study; unfortunately, the exact shape of the
band tailing has not been accurately determined, and original
calculations are presented here.
Free carrier absorption, in which electrons and holes
absorb radiation without becoming excited to another band, has
been treated using the Drude theory. The real and imaginary parts
of the dielectric constant are
CT T
	
02
	 2
E r	EL,r	
e0 (1+w 2T2)	
n0	 k
^r	
e0w(1+w2T2 	
2n^k
1
where
^	
f
w
^11
r,
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Co is the free-space permittivity,
w is the angular frequency of the propagating wave,
T is the collision time between electrons in the semiconductors,
a0 is the familiar do conductivity, and
£L,r is the relative permittivity of the ion core.
Lee et al [4) and Gibson [11] have considered the case of infrared
or microwave signal (v < Eg/h) propagation and modulation using
free-carrier generation in semiconductors. When an incident
light beam with energy greater than the band gap impinges upon
a semiconductor, the do conductivity may be changed by the creation
of a number of electron-hole pairs An = Ap such that
a0 = a 0 + eAn (ue + un) = a 0 + Aa0
where V  and p  are the electron and hole mobilities, ,respectively.
The relevant equations for signal propagation below the band
gap (with electron-hole pair generation via a second beam) become
	
CT T	 AC0T
	er	 EL,v
	
e0(1+w2T2) + e0(1+w2T2)
a 0	pa0
	
e„	 +
	
r	
e 0 w(l+w 2 T 2 )	 e0w(1+W T2)
and the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity are thus
changed. Note that T z 10-13 sec and the majority of the
permittivity shift appears in the imaginary portion. This study
has focused upon semiconductor-clad waveguides and, in particular,
9
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silicon-clad structures.	 For signal propagation slightly below
the silicon bard gap edge ( X =1..15um), the free-carrier contribution
to the imaginary portion of the permittivity is
a0
=	
ne2T
e r	
= 1.45 x 10-12
- 2 2	 2 
e 0w(1+w T )	 we 0m*, (1+w T7-)
where F
n is 'the electron density and - m* is the effective
'mass of the electron.
Values used in the above calculation are from Lee et al [4].
The above calculated Drude theory value compares to the
experimentally measured value by Pierce and Spicer [21] of 0.4;
the twelve orders of magnitude difference indicates that the
free-carrier contribution to the imaginary part of the permittivity
is negligible at frequencies near the band gap edge; we calculate,
however, the necessary incident laser ( X = 0.5 um) power dens ity
required to generate enough electron -hole pairs to change the
imaginary portion of the permittivity from 0.4 to 1.0. 	 The
resultant power density is [1.95 w /( 10 um x 10 um)], which is
EE ^4
feasible with the currently available experimental arrangement.
In fundamental absorption, the electron absorbs a photon
(from the incident beam) and jumps from the valence to the ,$
conduction band.	 Using quantum perturbation theory, one finds
a.	 b	 d	 d	 tthat the absorption coefficient for rect an gap semi con uc ors
(GaAs) is (aside from the additional contributions from multi -
photon absorption, free carrier absorption, and intraband
trans i _stions)	 ^,
T 
,IV
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ad = A(hv - Eg) 1/21 b y > Eg
where A is a constant involving the properties
of the bands [12]
f ;	 I. I
In indirect band gap transistions (Si, Ge), the absorption
coefficient is
a  = A' (T) (hv
	
Eg) 2 , b y > Eg
where A'(T) is a constant pertaining to the bands
and temperature
Again, we neglect contributions from multi-photon absorption,
free-carrier absorption, and intraband transistions.
We have calculated, above, using the classical Drude theory,
power density required to change the imaginary portion of the
permittivity from 0,4 to 1.0. This analysis, however, may not be
precisely correct for propagation near the band gap edge. Using
a quantum mechanical approach, several authors have calculated
the influence of injected carriers on the absorption coefficient
j13, 141; their results indicate that the required power density
may not be nearly as high as that calculated using the Drude
theory [1.95 W/(10 Um x 10 um)]. It should be noted that the
quantum mechanical analysis has been performed only on a direct	 1
band gap semiconductor (GaAs) and signal propagation must be near 	 ia
the band gap edge to achieve sufficient change in the absorption
coefficient with injected carrier density (Fig. 3). For
P
frequencies sufficiently above the band gap edge, the absorption	
l
coefficient is very nearly independent of injected carrier density.
12
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Figure 3 Absorption coefficient vs. photon energy
as calculated by using a band tail model
for different injected caigier densities
in the range n:O - 4 x 10 cm- 3 . (From (13))
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III: Semiconductor-Clad Dielectric Waveguides: Summary
of Previous Research
In this research, a planar waveguide configuration has been
g	 used for all computer modeling and fabrication. The four-layer
planar waveguide structure under consideration is shown in
Figure 4 where the guided light is propagating in the z-direction
in the dielectric (N 3), and it is assumed there is no variation
rl
in the y-direction. All materials are lossless except for the
1
semiconductor (N2 ). The dispersion relations for this structure
are well known, and two methods of solution for the complex mode
r
propagation constant (a + j_s) have been described previously
[15, 161.
The waveguide consists of a semi-infinite glass substrate,
a dielectric core of thickness 1 pm, a semiconductor cladding
varying from 0.01 to 10 um in thickness, and a semi-infinite
layer of air. A free-space wavelength of 632.8 nm was assumed,
unless otherwise stated, and all material parameters shown in
Figure 3 are for this wavelength. The three most common
semiconductors, silicon, gallium arsenide, and germanium, were
used as the cladding layer, and relative permittivity values are
summarized in Table 1. Bulk values have been used where data
were not available for thin films. The refractive index of thin
amorphous semiconductor films will depend on the method of
deposition and any impurities deliberately or accidentally added
Table I
	
Semiconductor Parameters at a
	
632.8 nm
	
Relative Permittivity
	 Refractive Index
Material
	 C 	 Er^	 n	 k
Silicon*	 16 .76
	 1.75	 4.1	 0.213
Gallium Arsenide
	 14.3	 1.21	 3.79
	 0.1.6
Germanium*
	14.43
	 19.54	 4.4	 2.22
14
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Silicon was selected as the first semiconductor cladding
material to be investigated, and the attenuation and phase
constant curves of Figures 5 and 6 were generated by varying
the cladding thickness from 0.01 to 10 um. (The phase constant
8 has been normalized by k0 = 27r/X 0 so that all curves show the
mode index.) All other parameters were held constant in these
calculations and results were confirmed by using both computer
solution techniques- [ 15], [16]. It was initially expected that
decreasing the lossy cladding thickness to 0.01 um would reduce
the attenuation to zero in a well-behaved manner; however, the
results were not as expected below a silicon thickness of 1.0 um.
The curves are similar to exponentially damped sinusoids, with
extreme values of the mode index ( S /k0 ) curves corresponding to
the median values (maximum slope) in the attenuation (a) curves.
Extreme values of the a curve correspond to median values in the
/k0 curves and the oscillations in both curves approach the
median value at 1.0 um.
Gallium arsenide, which has a complex permittivity that is
nearly the same as silicon, was used for the next series of
calculations. The attenuation and phase characteristics were
almost idr►tical to those of silicon, and varying the dielectric
waveguide thickness t3 to 0.8 um had little effect on the
characteristics.
Before beginning work on this grant, it was noted that the
attenuation and mode index are significantly altered by
conductivity changes in the semiconductor cladding [18], [19].
The calculated percentage change in attenuation and relative
x:.3
9
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Figure 5. Attenuation characteristics of silicon-clad
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phase shift with conductivity as a parameter is shown in Figures
7 and 8 for a silicon-clad waveguide. Both changes are large
enough to be readily measured and useful for device application,
such as amplitude or phase modulation.
The remainder of this work describes a theoretical and
experimental investigation into the damped oscillatory behavior
of the curves of Figures 5 and 6 and the resulting modulation
effects. Frequency filtering with the semiconductor-clad guides
is also discussed.
I
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IV.. Theoretical Predictions
The computer programs described in references 18 and 19
were used to calculate the characteristics of the clad waveguide
at apropagation wavelength of 1150 nanometers since this was
available for experimental measurements. This wavelength is
also just below the"aand edge of silicon and thus any effects
due to the band edge tail would be experimentally observable.
The wavelength was also allowed to vary and it was noted that
relatively sharp regions of absorption occurred which could be
used for frequency filtering.
A. Calculations at 1150 Nanometers
Initial calculations for the attenuation and mode index
of the four-layer semiconductor-clad guides were presented for
a wavelength of 632.8 nm, and amplitude or phase modulation
would be accomplished as a result of a change in the semiconductor
conductivity via an incident light beam with photon energy above
the bandgap of the silicon. It is evident, however., that the
632.8 nm guided wave will inadvertently excite the silicon
cladding, since it is above the band gap. To circumvent this
problem, the wavelength was changed to 1150 nm and the amplitude
and hase characteristics of the uide were anal zed This
d
K
g
G
r
1
d
P g y _	 ,
'	 wavelength is such that the absorption coefficient of amorphous
^,
silicon is minimal [20,	 211 and appreciable excitation of the
a
y
silicon cladding by the 1150 nm guided wave is unlikely.	 Direct j
optical modulation, however, would still be realized by altering
i
23
the conductivity of the silicon with a light beam having photon
energy above the band gap of silicon (in the visible region).
The attenuation and phase constant curves of Figures 9 and
10 were generated by varying the silicon cladding thickness from
0.01 to 1.0 um (the phase constant, $, has been normalized by
k0 = 27r/h0 so that all curves show the mode index). Material
parameters shown on Figures 9 and 10 are for a 1150 nm wavelength.
The curves are again similar to exponentially damped sinusoids
with extreme values of the mode index (6/k 0 ) corresponding to the
median values (maximum slope) in the attenuation (a) curves.
Extreme values of the a curve correspond to median values in the
a/k0 curves and the oscillations in both curves approach a median
value at ten micrometers. Similar behavior was observed for a
wavelength of 632.8 nm and results were described as a periodic
coupling between the guided mode (TE 0 ) in the dielectric and
the lossy TV modes t of the semiconductor guide. Figures
9 and 10 show that such coupling still occurs and the amplitude
of the oscillations has increased.
This coupling (or lack thereof) has a profound effect on
the attenuation and phase characteristics of the original four-layer
waveguide. Therefore, a partial structure consisting of a silicon
guiding region surrounded by semi-infite layers of air and
dielectric was analyzed.
The mode index and attenuation constants for the first few
low order TE' modes in the silicon waveguide are shown in Figures
1TE' denotes guided modes in the semiconductor and TEi
denotes guided modes in the dielectric.	 -
r
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Figure 9.	 Attenuation characteristics of silicon-clad
waveguide (TE 0 mode, wavelength 1150 nanometers).
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11 and 12. All modes (except perhaps the lowest order TE 
I mode)0
are very lossy and the attenuation increases for the higher
order modes. in Figures 10 and 11 note that a phase match
condition occurs between the TE 0 mode in the waveguide and the
TEV I mode in the partial structure (air-sitiuon-dielectric) at
tsi '" 0.2  rim. This phase match is present at each of the
successively higher order TE I mode cutoff thicknesses and
corresponds to the respective attenuation peaks on Figure 9 for
the total structure. The sharp nulls in the attenuation curve,
indicating very low coupling efficiency, occur at thicknesses
midway between the cutoff value of two adjacent lossy TE I modes.
Note; however, that the first peak on the four-layer attenuation
curve (Fig"ro, 9) is considerably lower than the subsequent peaks.
This behavior is unliko that of the attenuation curve presented
at 632.8 nip (Figure 5). Observe that the TV 0 mode of the
three-laver guide (Figure 12) is reasonably low-loss, and -that,
although nearly complete transfer of energy between the guide
and the silicon occurs for t Si - 0.025 pip , coupling is into a
low-loss mode. For the subsequent peaks on the attenuation
rx
curve (r-ligure 9), coupling is into high-loss modes of the partial
structure and the attenuation of the four-layer, guide is thus
greater. For large silicon thickness, however, the four-layer
attenuation curve (Figure 9) exponentially approaches that of the
three-layer structures previously analyzed (221, where the
semiconductor layer is considered semi-infinite. Similarly,
Lhe abrupt transitions on the mode index curve of the complete
► 	 structure (Figure 10) occur when the phase match condition is
27
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Figure 11. Mode index characteristics of silicon
waveguide (wavelength	 1150 nanometers).
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satisfied and the guided waves couple into successively higher
order modes of the partial structure. These results are similar
to the power transfer calculations for linearly tapered directional
couplers [23 =25]. Finally, note that the period and amplitude
of the attenuation characteristics of the silicon-clad guide are
a function of the material permittivities for a given wavelenghth
as Figure 5 (a = 632.8 nm) and Figure 7 (X = 1150 nm) indicate.
Calculations presented in this section demonstrate that the
attenuation and mode index of the four-layer silicon clad planar
dielectric waveguide behave * as exponentially damped sinusoids
for a wavelength of 1150 nm.. The effect may be explained as a
coupling between the basic TE 0 mode of the dielectric waveguide
and the high loss TE' modes of the semiconductor guide. The
oscillatory behavior of the attenuation and mode index curves, a
necessary prerequisite for the direct modulation of the guided
beam, is still apparent and detailed calculations of a direct
optical modulation scheme at 632.8 nm are presented elsewhere
[Appendix I]. These calculations at'1150 nm demonstrate that the
required modulation technique is still feasible without inadvertent
excitation of the silicon cladding by the guided light wave.
B. Frequency Filtering
The attenuation characteristics of silicon-clad waveguides
are a function of the material permittivities for a particular A
wavelength as Figure 5 (a 0 = 632.8 nm) and Figure 9 (a 0 = 1150 nm)
f
f indicate. Based on the observed change in period and amplitude
t^ of the attenuation curve oscillations as the material parameters
	
4	 r
vary with wavelength, it is evident that selective frequency
f
30
filtering can be realized with a silicon-clad waveguide. In
particular for a given silicon-cladding thickness, the attenuation
will vary drastically as the material permittivities vary with
wavelength, and through optimization of the semiconductor cladding
thickness, a particular frequency filtering response may be
obtained with the clad guide. For example, note that a silicon
thickness tsi = 0.10 um lies in a range of high attenuation
(a > 10 4 n/m) on Figure 5 (X = 632.3 nm), while it is in a region
of low attenuation (a < 10 3 n/m) on Figure 9 (k = 1150 nm).
It is this effect which will be used for frequency filtering.
The permittivities of all four materials (air, silicon, guide,
substrate) in the planar waveguide structure of interest vary
with wavelength: however amorphous silicon is particularly
sensitive to frequency variations as Table I indicates [21.
The predicted frequency filtering effect is due almost solely to
a change in silicon permittivity. It should be again noted that
the permittivity of amorphous silicon is highly dependent upon
the method of preparation.
Attenuation versus silicon thickness curves similar to those
of Figure 5 and Figure 9 were generated as the wavelength was
allowed to change from 0.35 um [17, 21) to 1.55 urn and the
permittivities of the four layers consequently varied. All
attenuation curves retained their characteristic oscillations;
however, the amplitude and period of the oscillations were sig-
n ificantly altered. Similarly, the mode index versus.silicon
thickness curves retained their characteristic oscillatory behavior
although the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations changed.
F
k
i
'~ x
z
1
Refractive Index
n	 k
3.63 2.860
4.53 1.470
4.43 0.900
4.21 0.660
4.11 0.388
4.04 0.289
3.97 0.188
3.88 0.155
3.67 0.068
3.65 0.062
3.59 0.056
3.55 0.039
3.52 0.028
Wavelength (microns)
0.35
0.42
0.52
0.57
0.62
0.65
0.69
0.74
0.89
1.00
1.15
1.24
1.55
Relative Permittivity
E ^ R E R
5.0 20.80
18.4 13.40
18.8 8.00
17.3 5.60
16.8 3.20
16.3 2..35
15.8 1.50
15.0 1.20
13.5 0.50
12.3 0.45
12.9 0.40
12.6 0.28
12.4 0.20
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Table 11
Amorphous Silicon Parameters as a Function
of Wavelength
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Figures 13-15 were obtained by assuming a given silicon
thickness in the four-layer planar structure and allowing the
wavelength to vary (and consequently the material permittivities).
The resulting attenuation (dB) for a 1 mm wide silicon bar is
plotted vertically in Figures 13-15.
A high pass frequency filter is realized in Figure 13.
Insertion loss is approximately 10 dB for wavelengths greater
than 1.0 um for the three silicon thicknes!^oes considered
( tsi 0.06, 0.08, 0.13 um). The particular filter characteristics
may be adjusted by varying the silicon thickness.
Filters with passband wavelengths of 0.6 um to 0.9 um are
shown in Figure 14. Note that both the exact location of the
pass band and the insertion loss may be varied for the three
silicon thicknesses of interest (tsi = 0.03, 0.04, 0.05 um) and
that high attenuation occurs immediately outside of this pass
band region.
Additional filter characteristics are presented in Figure
5 and Appendix II. The effect of a silicon dioxide buffer layer
to reduce overall attenuation is considered in Appendix II.
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rV. Experimental Studies
This section describes experiments which were performed to
verify the effects of buffer layers, light modulation and filtering	 'A
as described in the previous sections.
A.	 Buffer Layer Fabrication
Since even relatively short sections of semiconductor-clad
waveguides are. lossy (1 mm length of Si at t 2 = 0.05 um,
a > 10 dB)	 the attenuation must be reduced significantly fora
practical device. 	 Thin dielectric buffer layers are commonly
used to lower the attenuation losses of metal-clad dielectric
waveguides [261.	 These layers are placed between the dielectric r^	 ^
core and the metal, and act as buffers to remove a large proportion
,F	 a
of the field from the metal cladding. 	 The effect of a silicon
dioxide (S02 ) buffer layer on the attenuation versus silicon
thickness characteristics is considered in Appendix I, and results
indicate that the absolute attenuation may be reduced significantly
while still preserving the damped sinusoidal behavior apparent .
in the curves of Figures 5 and 6.
Fabrication of these low refractive index buffer layers
was then attempted; low loss guides were prepared using an
.ion-exchange technique [27-301 and silicon dioxide was deposited a
.,x
using a radio frequency sputtering system.
	 For each run, the
system was pre-pumped to a base pressure less than 5 x 10
-6
 Torr
and all sputtering was performed in an argon atmosphere at 10
- 2 Torr.
Initial Sio2
 films appeared to have a refractive index greater'
than that of the ion-exchange guide (n _ 1.58) as the guided `
37
c,
wave was severely attenuated upon encountering the Sio 2
 film.
Experiments indicate, however, that the density of the film
(and thus its refractive index) may be controlled by adjusting the
powers coupled into the upper and lower plates of the sputtering
system it thus appears that further optimization of certain
sputtering system parameters may be required before a buffer
layer film of appropriate refractive index and quality is
realized.
I 	 '.A
Bn Modulation Effects
Experimental devices were constructed to verify the
predicted modulation capabilities of the semiconductor-clad
waveguides. The amplitude and phase modulators described
utilize light-induced changes in the imaginary portion of the
permittivity of the semiconductor cladding to vary the propagation
characteristics of the guided wave; thus, photoconductive
silicon is necessary however, amorphous silicon (sputtered) is
permeated with dangling bonds which render the sputtered silicon
photoelectrically and photoconductively dead. One solution is
ii
n
to sputter in an argon/hydrogen gas mixture which effectively
passivates the dangling bonds [20]. It appears, however, that
the resultant photoconductive properties of the argon-hydrogen
sputtered silicon is a complicated function of several sputtering
system parameters (gas pressure, gas composition, target-to-substrate
F	 spacing, sputtering power, etc.). Initial attempts at sputtering
	 9
in a 99% Ar-l% H 2 mixture did not yield silicon with a measureable
photoconductive response and thus modulation experiments have
	
^u
proven unsuccessful.
jt
1
3
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The experimental setup was as follows: A 5 mW He-Ne (632.8 nm)
laser was coupled into the silicon-clad guide using a prism
coupler. An HP5082-4205 photodiode was positioned approximately
2 mm from the output side of the silicon bar to make scattered
Tight measurements, while a 2W Ar laser illuminated the silicon,
ii
3ibar (a No, 24 Wratten filter was placed over the detector head
to filter out the Ar laser). No change in scattered light
	 !
at the output side of the silicon-clad waveguide was obsezved.
	 jE
Possible explanations include the previously mentioned
difficulties witl'the fabrication of photocoriductive silicon
and also, lack of significant absorption of the illuminating
laser source by the silicon cladding. Calculations indicate
that only 5% of the incident photon flux will be absorbed by
the silicon (I _­ 10 4 cm 	 X = 0.5 um) for a silicon thickness
of 0.05 um. Inadvertent excitation of the silicon cladding
h
by the 632.8 nm guided wave was also addressed in Section 3A.
C. Filter Characteristics
Experimental verification of the predictedfilter response
curves of the silicon-clad waveguides was attempted and
preliminary confirmation of the attenuation versus guide wavelength
,f
	
	characteristics is presented in this section. Low-loss, single-
mode optical waveguides were diffused into soda-lime glass using
a
an ion-exchange fabrication technique [28-311. Uniform silicon
	
i
films l mm wide and extending across the waveguide were deposited
using a radio frequency sputtering system. For each run, the
_6
r
system was pre-pumped to abase pressure less than 5 x 10 Torr
	 ^
r.
^t
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and all sputtering was performed ins an argon atmosphere at a.
pressure of 10 -2 Torr. A number of uniform silicon films with
thicknesses in the range of 0.02 um to 0.4 um were fabricated.
Determination of the filter characteristics necessitates 	 Y
t`
waveguide attenuation measurements as a function of guide	 f1
wavelength. Unfortunately, both the fluid-coupling and sliding
output prism schemes require the coupling out of the guided
wave and are plagued with experimental inaccuracies for the
measurement of the high predicted attenuations [32], it was thus
decided to measure the light scattered from the guided beam
using an apertured silicon photo diode.
The detector used was a current active HP5082-4205 photo
diode connected to a Photodyne Model 22XLA Fiber Optic Multimeter.
A Coherent M 599.01 Dye Laser pumped by an Innova 90-2 Argon
Laser was coupled into the silicon-clad guide using a prism
coupler. The detector head was positioned approximately 2 mm
from the input side of the silicon bar and scattered light
measurements were recorded as the dye laser was tuned; the
photodetector was then positioned approximately 2 mm from the
output side of the silicon bar and measurements were again taken
as a function of laser wavelength. Laser output power was
continuously monitored. The difference between the two measurements
yields the attenuation for a given wavelength, and results for a
silicon cladding thickness of 0.04 um are shown in Figure 16.
Despite the limited wavelength range available with the Rhodamine
590 Dye (570-635 nm), the tendency for the attenuation to increase
	
k
considerably in the lower wavelength region is clearly apparent,
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as computer calculations predict (Figure 17). Subsequent attenuation
measurements were attempted from 488-520 nm using the argon
laser but the waveguides strongly fluoresced. It should be
noted that fluorescence was not observed over the wavelength
range in Figures 18-19, and is thus not a significant loss
mechanism for this region. This fluorescence has been previously
discussed and incorrectly attributed to the silver ions present
in the ion-exchange waveguides 1 18]. We observed broad band
red-orange fluorescence in the Fischer brand microscope slides
which are being used as substrates for the waveguide structure.
The fluorescence is thus most likely due to trace impurities
(Fe, Eu) present in the microscope glass (33].
It became apparent, then, that an alternate waveguide
structure had to be used. The formation of ion-exchange waveguides
from silver nitrate melts has traditionally been attributed to
the diffusion of silver ions into soda-lime glass and the
subsequent replacement of sodium ions which diffuse out of the
glass (an exchange process); however, we have successfully
fabricated single mode waveguides by diffusing silver ions into
silicon dioxide (quartz). These results indicate that a diffusion
rather than an exchange process may be the controlling factor
in the formation of the "ion-exchange" waveguides furthermore,
it was noted that the diffused waveguides do not fluoresce.
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VI. Conclusions
A number of important conclusions can be drawn from this
a
work. The investigation of the complex permittivity near the
band gap edge indicates that the absorption coefficient may be
shifted by application of an electric field or through generationR
of electron-hole pairs; thus direct optical modulation of
a guided'wave by photon-induced conductivity changes in a
semiconductor-cladding still appears feasible. Experiments thus
far with silicon-clad guides have yielded negative results;
further experiments with GaAs-clad guides may be more fruitful
1
since calculations indicate that the shift in the absorption
coefficient is only appreciable in direct band gap materials.
Buffer-layer fabrication problems may be overcome through
optimization of certain deposition system parameters. Frequency
filtering has also been suggested for these clad guides and
a
preliminary experimental results have confirmed the predicted
characteristics. These and other areas are currently being
examined.	 }x
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FOUR- AND FIVE-LAYER SILICON-CLAD
DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDES*
Glen McWright and T. E. Batchman
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Virginia
ABSTRACT
Computer modeling studies on four-layer silicon-clad planar dielectric wave-
guides indicate that the attenuation (a) and mode index ((/K) behave as exponentially
damped sinusoids as the silicon thickness is increased. The observed effect can be
explained as a periodic coupling-between the guided modes of the lossless structure
and the lossy modes supported by the high-refractive index silicon. Furthermore,
the attenuation and mode index are significantly altered by conductivity changes in
the silicon. An amplitude modulator and phase modulator have been proposed using
these results. Predicted high attenuations in the device may be reduced signifi-
cantly with a silicon dioxide buffer layer.
INTRODUCTION
A need has arisen for direct optical modulation technology. This need has
arisen from the search for faster digital switches, higher capacity data channels,
and light, compact data preprocessing equipment for satellites. One promising
technology that has been examined is the modulation of a guided light wave via
photoconductivity changes in a semiconductor cladding.
Computer modeling studies on four- and five-layer, silicon-clad, planar di-
electric waveguides indicate that the propagation characteristics can be altered
by changesin the complex permittivity of the silicon and in the thickness of the
silicon. Using these predictions, an intensity modulator and a phase modulator
based on photon-induced conductivity changes in the semiconductor cladding have
been studied.
SEMICONDUCTOR-CLAD WAVEGUTDES
The four-layer planar waveguide structure under consideration is shown in
Figure 1, where it is assumed that light is propagating in the dielectric (N 3)
and all materials are lossless except for the semiconductor (N 2 ). We desire to
solve for the complex mode propagation constant (a + jO.
*Research sponsored by NASA-Langley Research Center under Grant NSG-1567.
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One technique (1) extends Maxwell's equations and boundary conditions to
numerically solve a transcendental equation relating the attenuation constant
(a) and phase constant (0) to the material types and thicknesses of the wave-
guide structure (hereafter refered to as PROGRAM WAVES).
A more efficient method (2) utilizes a matrix representation of Maxwell's
equations, field solutions and boundary conditions in each waveguide layer (here-
after refered to as PROGRAM MODEIG). The matrices are multiplied and a character-
istic matrix for the entire structure is obtained which yields the attenuation
constant and phase constant.
The waveguide consists of a semi-infinite glass substrate, a polystyrene core
of thickness l micrometer, a silicon cladding of .01 micrometer to 10 micrometers
in thickness, and a semi-infinite layer of air. Each material is characterized by
a complex relative permittivity, €; a free space wavelength of 632.8 nanometers is
assumed and material parameters are shown for this wavelength (Fig. 1) Layers Nl,
N 3 , and N4 are lossless dielectrics, so Er is real; however, at optical frequencies
the permittivity of the silicon (N2) is complex (Er e' r + jc" r), and the complex
part is a linear function of the conductivity ( E l' r = Q/wed .
PREDICTED CHARACTERISTICS
The curves presented in Figures 2 and 3 were generated by repeated use of our
own PROGRAM WAVES and later confirmed with PROGRAM MODEIG. The silicon cladding
was varied from -.01 micrometer to 10 micrometers and the complex mode propagation
constant was calculated. The expected result was that as the cladding thickness
was reduced to zero, the attenuation decreases to zero in a well-behaved manner;
however, the results were not well-behaved when the silicon thicknessfalls below
I micrometer. The curves are similar to exponentially damped sinusoids. Extreme
$/K variations correspond to median values in the a-curve, and extreme a variations
correspond to median Q/K values. By increasing the conductivity of the silicon
cladding, the amplitude of the curve oscillations decreases slightly, and the a-
curve shifts vertically to a higher attenuation. The percent change in attenuation
compared to dark conditions (a = GO ) for different conductivities (o = 1.1 (5 0 , a =
1.25 co ,-cs	 1.5 0'o) is shown in Figure 4. The $/K curves shift for a conductivity
change, as well, although not in such a well-defined manner. The percent phase
shift compared to dark conditions (a = 00 ) for different conductivity changes is
shown in Figure 5. These effects will be used for intensity and phase modulation
in a device where a signal source induces photoconductivity changes in a thin sili-
con cladding on a waveguide, thus modulating a coherent beam in the guide.
FIELD CALCULATIONS
We now consider the problem of correlating r,he local maximum/minimum points
on the attenuation and mode index curves with the electric and magnetic field
distributions in the waveguide layers. Results indicate that the presence of a,
thin silicon film (e 9810k) has little effect on the wave function profiles; the
profiles are similar to those of the three-layer lossless structure (air-dielectric-
substrate). For the thick silicon film structure, however, the lowest order mode
of the lossless three-layer structure
	 1	 tcoup es to tie modes associated with the
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semiconductor film (the high-refractive index silicon behaves as a waveguide).
Furthermore, the coupling between the modes supported by the three-layer lossless
structure and the high loss TE' modes* of the silicon waveguide determines the
attenuation and phase of the complete four-layer structure.
Our results can be described as periodic coupling between the guided mode and
other leaky modes of the same guide. First, we examine the partial structure con-
sisting of a silicon guiding region surrounded by semi-infinite layers of air and
polystyrene. The attenuation and mode index are shown in Figures 6 and 7. We note
a phase match condition between the modes of the partial structure (air, silicon
guide, polystyrene) and the TEO mode of the complete waveguide at cutoff thicknesses**
for successively higher order modes of the partial structure. The sharp peaks on
the attenuation curve, for the four-layer structure, occur whenever the guided wave
is strongly coupled into the high-loss modes of the silicon partial structure;
conversely, the sharp nulls of apparently zero coupling efficiency occur at thick-
nesses midway between the values for two adjacent leaky modes of the partial struc-
ture.. This is similar to the results of power transfer calculations for linearly
tapered directional couplers (3, 4). The abrupt transitions on the mode index
curve of the complete structure occurs when the phase match condition is satisfied
and the guided wave couples into successively higher order modes of the partial
structure.
We now consider our results in terms of the electric and magnetic field distri-
butions at the local maximum/minimum points on the attenuation vs. silicon thickness
curve.. The real part of the TE O
 mode electric field profile in the transverse direc-
tion is shown for a cladding thickness, t 2
 = .007 micrometers (Figure 8(a)). We recall
that this thickness is below the cutoff value for the silicon waveguide structure;
	 j
note that the wave function profile is not appreciably distorted.
For the first local minimum (t 2 	.05pm), we observe that the field strength at
the silicon-dielectric interface approaches zero. We also note the exponentially
decaying solutions in the outer, semi-infinite layers as expected. For the first
local maximum (t 2
 = .09um), we observe a sharp peak in the wave function profile at
the silicon-dielectric interface as coupling to the TE' 1 mode of the silicon guide
occurs (Figures 8(b) and 8(c)).
Similar behavior is noted for the next local minimum/maximum pair, Figures 9(a)
and 9(b), (t 2 = .13um and t2
 = .18um). The field strength is effectively zero at the
silicon-dielectric interface for the local minimum, and a sharp peak in the wave
function is evident for the local maximum as coupling to the TE 1 2
 mode of the silicon
guide occurs. We also note that the field begins to oscillate in the semiconductor
cladding as we couple into the higher order modes of the silicon waveguide structure.
R
Again, for the next local minimum/maximum
	 =	 ,	 pain (t2	,22um and t 2 _ . 26um) the
number of field oscillations in the silicon increases. (See figures 9(c) and 9(d).)
The increase or reduction in field strength at the silicon-dielectric interface is
also apparent. At this local maximum (t2 = .261im), there is the sharp field peak
at the interface, but the field decays rapidly through the dielectric indicating
almost complete energy transfer. For the other maxima cases considered, the sharp
TE'll denotes guided modes in the semiconductor and TE i denotes guided modes in
tFie dielectric.
** Cutoff for the silicon guide occurs when (R/K) Si < npolystyrene'
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peak was evident at the interface, however, a sizable field was still present in the
polystyrene dielectric. This indicates that the local maximum (and likely, minimum)
values used for the calculations are not the precise"values as in the former case
(Figures 9(a) and 9(b)).
The field plots indicate, then, that the attenuation and mode index of the
four-layer structure may be explained quite simply as a coupling between thebasic
three-layer lossless waveguide (air-dielectric-substrate) modes and the high loss
TE' modes of the silicon guide. For a local minimum on the attenuation-thickness
curve, the field at the semiconductor interface is zero, and for a local maximum,
a sizable field is set up at the interface which decays rapidly through the guide
and substrate. Finally, the number of field oscillations in the silicon increases
as we couple into the higher order modes of the partial structure.
REDUCTION IN ATTENUATION THROUGH USE OF FIVE-LAYER
STRUCTURE
Thin dielectric buffer layers have been used to lower the attenuation losses
of metal-clad dielectric waveguides (5). These layers are placed between the di-
electric core and the metal, and actas buffers to remove a large portion of the
field from the metal claddings. We now consider the effect of an SiO2 buffer layer
on the attenuation vs. silicon thickness characteristics.
The result for an SiO2 buffer layer (e r = 2.12) of several different thick-
nesses is shown.in Figure 10. We note the familiar damped sinusoidal behavior and
the corresponding reduction in attenuation.
The result for an SiO9 buffer layer (tSi09 = 2000A) of several different per-
mittivities is shown in figure 11. Again we note the damped sinusoidal behavior
and the corresponding reduction in attenuation.
Our studies indicate, then, that the attenuation may be reduced significantly
with an Si0 2 buffer layer while still preserving the oscillatory behavior of the
attenuation curve; more effective reduction is accomplished with a lower permittiv-
ity buffer layer. Also, a buffer layer increases the a/K values slightly but
decreases the amplitude of the oscillations on the M-thickness curve.
CONCLUSIONS
Computer modeling studies on four-layer silicon-clad dielectric waveguides
indicate that the attenuation `((t) and mode index (^/K) behave as exponentially
damped sinusoids as the silicon thickness is increased. The observed effect can be
explained quite simply as a periodic coupling between the guided modes of the loss-
Less structure and the lossy modes supported by the high-refractive index silicon.
Furthermore, the attenuation and mode index are significantly altered by conducti-
vity changes in the sil cun; an ampLitude modulator and an intensity modulator have
been proposed usillp, these: results. Predicted high attenuations in the device may
be reduced sLgnifscantly with a silicon dioxide buffer layer between the semiconduc-
tor and th ,.^ polvstyrene guide.
I
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Experimental confirmation of the predicted characteristics is still necessary.
A number of thin-silicon film waveguides have been RF sputtered but attenuation
measurements to verify the damped oscillatory behavior are forthcoming. Conduc-
tivity variations of the silicon should demonstrate the modulation capabilities.
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Mode Coupling Between Dielectric and
Semiconductor Planar Waveguides
T. E. BATCNMAN, MtMBf.R. IEEE, AND GLEN M. MC WRIGHT, STUDENT MEMBER, IEEE
Abstract—Computer modeling studies on four-layer silicon-clad planar
dielectric ssaveguides indicate that the attenuation and mode index
behave as exponentially damped sinusoids when the silicon thickness
is increased. This effect can be explained as a periodic coupling be-
tween the guided modes of the lossless structure and the lossy modes
supported by the high refractive index silicon. Furthermore, the at-
tenuation and mode index are significantly altered by conductivity
changes in the silicon. An amplitude modulator and phase modulator
have been proposed using these results. Predicted high attenuations in
the device may be reduced significantly with a silicon dioxide buffer
layer.
1. INTRODUCTION
T
I ILRE has been considerable Interest In metal-clad optical
wavcguides since they are used for electroophc and mag-
netooptic devices [ I 1-[ 101 . It has also been suggested that
metal-clad optical guides be used as polarzers for Integrated
optics 1111. Semiconduc for- clad or positive-permittivity
metal-clad wavcguides have been analyzed more recently, and
measurements have confirmed the predicted characteristics of
such guides [ 1: 1 , [ 131 . Both the metal- and semiconductor-
clad guides arc extremely lossy In the visible region, especially
when the waveguide thickness is thin enough to preclude all
but the lowest order TE or TM modes from propagation.
Partly because of these high losses, semiconductor-clad wave-
guides have found few applications in integrated optical de-
vices, although it has been suggested by Lee et al. 1141 that
such wavcguides be used for optical control of millitneter -wave
propagation in dielectric wavcguides. The calculations pre-
sented here will suggest two applications for these clad wave-
guide% in the optical propagation region.
The permittivity o( a lossy material is given by
line films formed by vacuum deposition are not as readily
available 1161, 1171 since they often depend on the deposi-
tion technique used. The complex nature of the material
permittivity makes the analysts of even { laaar waveguide
structures difficult, and thus, elaborate computer solution
techniques must be employed. Although Lee er al. [ 141 have
shown that both the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity
vary with Incident light intensity, file variation in the real part
can be shown to be relatively small compared to the Imaginary
part. It has thus been assumed that if light Is Incident on the
semiconductor cladding, then the major change will be in the
conductivity, which is given by
a= or, +e dn (µe +ph) 	 (3)
where }r, and µ t, are the electron and hole mohilites, respec-
tively. The dark conductivity oo is then changed by the crea-
tion of a number of hole-electron pairs An = Op. The total
conductivity, and consequently, complex permittivity of any
semiconductor can thus be changed by the creation of hole-
electron pairs.
During an Investigation of planar waveguide structures which
utilize this externally induced permittivity change, it was di!-
covered that these structures exhibit periodic coupling be-
tween, modes in the dielectric waveguide and a semiconductor
cladding. It was further noted that changes in the conductivity
of this lossy semiconductor cladding produced relatively large
changes in the attenuation and phase constants of the propa-
gating; anode in the dielectric waveguide. The periodic coupling
and the resulting modulation effects arc discussed in detail in
the following paragraphs.
11. T til-ORY ANti NOTATION
wc„
where o is the conductivity of the nietil at frequency W. The
permittivity can also hr expressed in lenms of the refractive
Index as
where n and k are the teal and unaginary parts of the refractive
index. respectively. Although values fur these parameter are
sometimes hard to find. they are usuall y avJd able for hulk
semiconductor 1151. Values for .imorphous and polycrystal-
%I nu%:npt received Sepicmher 2. 19M1 revised O:I„hcr 2. 1941
rhi, ^kotk csa,,upp. rted h> the NASA L.rncicS Kc,svrch('.nter.
ncc author, are with the Department o I Ic:tncal LnonccnnC. Car
,errt) of Vironij. Charlotte,ville, VA 229n1.
The four-layer planar waveguRle structure under considera-
tion is shown In fig. I where the guided light is propagating in
the direction itt the dielectric (,V l ), and it is assumed there is
no variation ui the )-direction. All materials are losslessexccpt
for file seinaconductor (,V_ ). The dispersion relations for this
structure arc well known, and Iwo methods of solution for the
conaltlex mode propa gation constant (a + jR) have been dc-
scribed previously 1 8 1 . 1 18 1 .
In the first technique, the operator selects initial guesses for
a and 0 and convergence factors for error cslimanun. The
computer then uses a random walk technique to calculate
values for a and p satisfying the dispersion relation for the
structure of interest 1`41. In the second method, m strices are
created fo , ra:h layer based on given constraints and a char-
ictenstic m.itnx for the entire structure is obtained. Solving
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Fig. I Four-layer pianar waveguide structure.
for the engenvalues yields the complex mode propagation
constant. Calculations presented Isere were originally obtained
using the dispersion relation approach and later confirmed
with the elgcnvaluc method I ISI.
The waveguide consists of a semi-infinite glass substrate, a
dielectric core of thickness I µm a semiconductor cladding
varying from 0.01 to 10 {cm in thickness, and a semi-infinite
layer of air. A free-space wavelength of 632.8 nm was as-
sumed, and all material parameters shown in Fig. I are for
this wavelengt.i. The three most common semiconductors,
silicon, gallium arsenide, and germanium, were used as the
cladding layer, and relative permittivity values are summarlUd
in Table I. Bulk values have been used where data were not
available for thin films. As previously noted, the refractive
index of thin amorphous semiconductor films depends on the
method of deposition and any impurities deliberately or ac-
cidently added to the semiconductor I l9] , 1201.  Measure-
ments of deposited films will thus be required before experi-
mental results can be compared to the predictions presented
here.
III COMPARISON OF CLADDING MATERIALS
Silicon was selected as the first semiconductor cladding ma-
terial to be Investigated, and the attenuation and phase con-
stant curves of Figs. 2 and 3 were generated by varying the
cladding thickness from 0.01 to 10 µm. (The phase constant R
has been normalized by k o = 21r/X,, so that all curves show the
mode Index.) All other parameters were held constant in these
calculations and results were confirmed by using both corn-
puter solution techniques 181 , I 1 RI . It was initially expected
that decreasing the lossy cladding thickness to 0.01 pin would
reduce the attenuation to zero in a well-behaved manner,
however, the results were not as expected below a silicon
thickness of 1.0 µm, The curves are similar to exponentially
damped sinusoids, with extreme values of the mode index
(Q/k„) curves corresponding to the median values (maximum
slope) in the -attenuation (a) curves. Extreme values of the a
curve correspond to median values in the Rik,, curves and the
oscillations in both curves approach the median value at 1.0
pm.
Since the period of these oscillations (0.08-0.09 µnn) is not a
fraction of the wavelength of light in ► he dielectric (aa =
0.3985 Min), It must be related to either the waveguide struc-
ture or the properties of the semiconductor cladding. Gallium
arsenide, which has a complex permittivity that is nearly the
same as silicon, was used for the next series of calculations.
The attenuation and phase characteristics were almost identi-
cal to those of silicon, and varying the dielectric waveguide
thickness 13 to 0 9 µm had -little effect on the characteristics.
TABLE 1
SFMK0%UI(- T()6 P'k6AM3T16\ AT A - 632. 8 \M
blst lvr T'r rl.Itt NllY	
Rrtra(llvr lode n
Ratr nal 	 tf	 tr	 n	 M
sicken	 16.76	 1.75	 4 1	 0.21)
ralltun Ararnld•	 14.3	 1.21	 ).79	 0.1•
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The dielectric and Klass layers were interchanged (i.e., glass
substrate, GaAs, dleh:ctric, air) and the rate of exponential
decay Increased, but the period remained constant.
As Table I indicates, the permittivity of germanium has a
significantly larger Imaginary part and would thus he expected
to have the largest effect on the observed characteristics. Figs.
4 and 5 show that the larger conductivity of germanium nearly
eliminates the damped oscillatory behavior in the thickness
region of interest. The damping is so rapid that it is difficult
to determine an oscillation period.
A similar effect had been noted by Heavens 1211 and Strat-
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ton 1221 fur senuconductur and metal films. respectively.
Heaverds considers thin thins of a material with it ='- and k
va-ymg, and cilc'ulates the expected phase change oil
tion tit J normally incident wave on in Jir-lihn surface. Fur
very ,mall k. the phase change oscillates. while for large k, the
phase changes very little until the filet thickness approaches
tern. Neither author stakes use of this property or considers
Such materials JS WJVeguldC claddings. To better llndl'tS(Jrld
the oscillatory behavior, the electric and mignetic field distn-
buttons ui the follr-liNer wJvevulde were examined it the local
maxima and rimunla p.11nt). on the .itteimition versus silicon
thickness curve. The real part of the TV,, mode electric field
profile in the transverse direction is shown for a cladding
thickness t; = 0.007 µo1 i f - ig. t, ► . Note that the profile is
evenwhere positive and nut appreclabl% distorted from that
for the TEO
 erode of J three-laver lossless dielectric waveeuide.
For the first local nuntlnurn at r, = 0 0) µn1, the field begins
to oscillate and crosses the zero axis at the silicon - dielectric
TRATE
Fig. 7. Wave function profile, rs
	 0.05 µni (local mlmmum).
interface (Fig. 7). For the local maxinitim at t; = 0.09 mill,
the wave function profile has a sharp peak at the interface and
oscillations continue (Fig. 8). Similar behavior is observed for
the next local inminium and niamomin pair (r 2 = 0.13 tan and
t 2 = 0.18 µn1. respectively). The field strength is effectively
zero at the silicon-dielectric interface for the minunum and
reaches a sharp peak at the interface for the ni ixinimn point
on the attenuation curve.
As Figs. ') and 10 indicate, this behavior continues for the
next mouniunt and maximum pair (t 2 = 0.2: and 0.26 µm,
respectively). It is now evident that the field in the silicon
adds mother t cycle of oscillation between each rn ixtma and
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it is eviucnt aunt Inc new ulstnvununs inat tire presence or
extremely shin fifnis of silicon (<100 A) his little effect on
the dielectric Vviveguidc, it behaves is J II11ec IJ\C1 lossless
structure (air-dielectric-suhstlatrl. For tlu,kei silicon films,
however, the TEo mode of the dielectric wJVegU1JC :0UPICS
Into the nodes associated with the semiconductor film. As
aught he expected, the high refractive index silicon behaves
as a lossy wavegulde.
IV. ANALYSIS OF COUPLING CHANACTF.RISTICS
The results discussed above can he described as a periodic
coupling between the guided mode (TEO
 ) in the Jielectric
and the lossy TE' modes t of the semi:onductor aalegutde.
This coupling his J profound effect on the attenuation and
phase chwicteristics of the original four-layct ssJVeguidc.
Since the field plots indicate successive coupling to high er
order nodes in the silicon layer, a painii structure consisting
of a silicon (,ding region surrounded by semi-infinite layers
SSTRATE
	 of aU and dielectric Nis inilv/ed
Figs. I I ind 12 show the mode Index and attenuation con-
Fig 0 wave function pr.-tile, tSi '^ 0.22 rm (local minunum)
nununa, which suggests that as the silicon thickness mcteises,
(he energy from the dielectric wavcguide couples into higher
Littler modes in the silicon which now behaves is a lossy wave.
guide. Fig 10 Jisu exhibits the characteristic sharp peak it the
interface but the field in the dielectric decals very rapidly,
indicating almost complete energy transfer to the silicon. For
the othct maxima shown, there was still i suable field in the
dielectri: %i I quidc, which suggests the local mamma .ind,
likely, the minim) Values used for the field :al,.ulatit)ns were
not the precise values. Additional calculations confirmed that
a significant field again existed in the dielectric •.%hen t 2 was
changed froin U..(1 min to O.26 ! 0 U0 urn.
stints for the first few low-order TE' modes in the silicon
waseguide. All nodes arc very lossy. and the attenuation
meioses for the higher order modes. In Fig. 11. note that a
phise match condition betsseen the TI:' modes of the pJ1tiJl
structure (Jlf-sihcun-J(Clcanc) and the TEO mode of the
complete waveguide (Fig. 3) occurs it the :utoff thickness
for successivc , higher order (nudes of the partial structure.
The .harp peaks on tine attenuation curve for the four-layer
structure (Fig. 2) occur whenever the guided wave node index
matches that of one of the high loss TE; nodes ul the partial
structure. The s! up nulls in the attenuition curve, undi:iting
very low coupling efficiency, occur it thicknesses inidsvay
I TF; denotes g uided mucks in the %cmlcunductor ,ind TI, Jenotes
guided modes in the dicleLtne.
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Fig. 12. Attenuation characteristics of silicon waveguide.
between the cutoff value of two adjacent lossy TE' modes.
Fig. I I ilso indicates that the TE; mode in silicon dues not
cut off sharply is the higher order modes do. Lack of a well-
defined cutoff is a characteristic usually associated with the
TNI„ and surface wave modes 1121. The abrupt transitions
on the mode index curve of the complete structure (Fig. 3)
occur when the phase match condition is satisfied and the
guided waves cuuple into successively higher order modes of
the partial structure. These results are similar to the power
transfer calculations for linearly tapered directional couplers
1231-1251 where the semiconductor is assumed to be lossless
at the wavelength of interest.
Close exammition of Fig. _ indicates that the attenu.rttorl ui
the region of in oscillition wininia IN governed b y all eyuatl0ti
of the form
a = ll ( I - e ' rr2 i cos wt:d	 (3)
where
K = semi-infinite attenuation of the four-Layer waveguide
ii.e.. when t. --).
a t = attenuation (item) of the three-layer silicon waveguide
at thickness tea.
t2t = thickness of the silicon it any hillier near J local man-
imi It ) in the range 0.1 < t; < I U min,
w = period of the oscillatum detennuled by the cutoff thick.
ncss of each TE' anode.
Fur the ,iiicon waveguide of Fig. 2. this eyui
l
limi becomes
a =y .1 X lo t I I 	 cus( ,T Y 10" r; 
JJ
n,nt.	 (4)
l
o _ 'T
The field plots and the analysis of the partial structure indi-
cate, then. that the attenuation and mode index of the foul-
g ayer structure may he explained as a coupling between the
basic TES, mode of the dielectric waveguide and the high-loss
TE' modes of the semiconductor guide As more TE' modes
are excited, the effect on the TEa mode becomes negligible
and the waveguide characteristics exponentialiy approach
those of the three-Dyer structures previously analyzed 1121,
where the semiconductor layer is considered semi-Infinite.
V. APPLICATIONS
The imaginary portion of the relative permittivity of a semi-
conductor is a linear function of the conductivity and can thus
be externally varied. Based on the observed attenuation and
phase characteristics of germanium-clad waveguides (e,' large),
the conductivity of silicon was increased by 10, 25, and 50
percent to confirm that the amplitude of the oscillations de-
crease with increasing conductivity. The attenuation and
phase oscillations both decrease in proportion to the increase
in conductivity of the silicon layer. The calculated percentage
change in attenuation and relative phase shift with conductivity
as a parameter are shown in Figs. 13 and 14, respectively. Fig.
13 shows the percentage change in attenuation compared to
the normal attenuation calculated with a - ao (dark conduc-
tivity). The curve crosses the horizontal axis where the attenu-
ation is equal to that of the 10µm silicon thickness structure.
Fig. 14 shows the relative change in phase shift compared to
the o = ao value, where the phase shift is given per millimeter
of length of silicon in the :-direction. Both the attenuation
and phase shift changes increase with increasing conductivity,
and the percentage change increases as the silicon thickness
approaches 0.1 pin. Both changes are large enough to be
readily measurable and useful for device application.
One device utilizing these effects would be a waveguide am-
plitude or phase modulator. To amplitude modulate, a film of
either silicon or gallium arsenide would be deposited on a
dielectric waveguide transverse (),) to the direction of props.
gation (_ ). The thickness of the filin would be determined
by the type of inudulitor desired. For example, an amplitude
modulator might be constr l ictcd with a silicon thickness of
0.05 or 0.13 pill (in the x-direction). The length of the modu-
latoi in the .-direction would likely be less than 1 mm. To
modulate the light wave in the dielectric guide. the semicon-
ductor conductivity could be varied by a variety of methods
including licit, electric fields, or in incident incoherent light
beam with pholon energy ibove the bandgip of the silicon.
Ire a -omilir inanncr. .a phase modulator could be constructed
by selecting the semiconductor thickness to produce maxi-
11111111 phase shill with conductivity change.
Since even relatively short sections of senuconduc tor- clad
wivegmdes .ire lossy ( I mill length of Si it t 2 = 0.05 µm,
a > 10 rill, ). the attenuation ow,i he reduced significantly
for a practical device. Thiel dwicciric buffer layers are com-
monly used to lower the attenuation losses of nmctil-clad
dielectric w JVegtildCS 1261. 1271. These Iiyers ire placed
between the dielectric cure and the in-mil. and act is buffers
to remove a large proportion of the field from the metal
cladding. The effect of a silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) buffer layer
on the .itlenuition versus silicon thickness chirictenstics arc
investigated.
The results for silicon dioxide buffer layers of several dif-
ferent thicknesses and two different permittivities are shown
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in Figs. 15 and 16. Note that the familiar damped sinusoidal
behavior is present and that the attenuattot. is reduced signifi-
cantly. It was also found that the buffer layer increases the
mode index slightly and decreases the amplitude of the oscilla-
tions. but the phase shift is still large enough to be useful for
modulation.
In addition to the previously suggested tapered coupler
(24 , it may be possible to use the effect to a coupling or
switching layer between two dielectric waveguides. If the
semiconductor layer were sandwiched between two dielectric
waveguides, the field coupling between the two dielectrics
could be controlled by changing the conductivity of the semi.
conductor. The semiconductor ldin thickness would be se-
lected to provide maximum field strength to the semiconductor
and thus, the second waveguide. Increasing the semiconductor
conducts-­­
 would then decrease the coupling between wave.
guides. A semiconductor film would also be applicable to
fiber-to-waveguide couplers 1'81, 1291 where the coupling
could be varied through changes to the semiconductor con-
ductivity.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that dielectric waveguides clad with lossy
semiconductor films exhibit a damped periodic oscillation in
their attenuation and phase characteristics. This is due to the
penodi., coupling between the lossy guided modes in the sili-
con filtn and the TLO mode in the dielectric waveguide. Sug-
gested applications for this effect as modulators and waveguide
switches have yet to be experimentally verified, and the prac-
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Beal application of such devices will depend upon how effi-
ciently the semicond_lcror conductivity can be varied by an
external source. Experimental devices are currently being
constructed to verify the predicted effects.
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OF POOR QUALITY
Measurement and Analysis of Periodic Coupling,
in Silicon-Clad Planar Waveguides
GLEN NI 'SIC WRIGIIT, STUUENI MEMBER, IEEE, T. E. BATCIINIAN, MLMBkR, IEEE, ANn
M. S. STANZIANO, STUDENT MLMBLR, IEEE
Abstract—Compuler modeling stud;es indicate thU planar dielectric
waveguides clad with silicon cs.hihit a damped periodic oscillation to
their attenuation and phase charactenstscs. 'Tire effect is due Ur a
periodic coupling lwtween the lossy, guided modes to the sdreon film
and the TEp mode of the dielectric wavegutde. F%penmcntal con-
firmation of the periodic coupling for a wavelength of 632.14 nm is
presented. Propagation characteristics for a wavelength of 1151) rim
were investigated for application in integrated optical modulators,
Frequency fillenng properties of siheon-clad waveguides are also
examined and it is shown that the silicon thickness controls the filter
responsc curve.
Manuscript received Starch I, 1982; revised May 13, 1982. This work
was supported by the NASA Lanliely Research Center
The authors are with the Department of Ilectrtcal Engineering,
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22901.
1. IN 1 RODUCTION
ETAL -clad optical waveguides have been studied ex-
tensively and have found considerable application in
electrooptic and magnetooplic modulators 111-15). Semi-
conductor-clad or positive pemuttivity metal-clad waveguides
are characterized by high attenuations which have severely
limited their application, although they may be useful as cut-
off polanzers or attenuators 101, and more recently, for
optical control o1 millimeter wave propagation 1;J, (8J. We
discuss further applications for these senuconductor-clad
waveguides (t ► ) and report, in this paper, the experimental
cunlinnation of the predicted characteristics. Frequency
filtering is also suggested as an application for these clad guides
fit
	 optical propagation region based on predictions pre-
sented here.
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The permittivity of a semiconductor is given by
a
wEo
where o is the conductivity of the material at frequency w.
This can also be expressed in terms of the refractive index of
the semiconductor as
n = c"' = n - jk	 (2)
where it and k are the real and imaginary parts of the refrac-
tive index, respectively. Values for the thin amorphous semi-
conductor films of interest are highly dependent on the
preparation technique used Ito] .
Lee et at [7] have shown that both the real and imaginary
portions of the permittivity vary with incident light; however,
the variation in the real part is smali compared to the imagi.
nary portion. It is assumed, then, that if light is incident on
the semiconductor film, electron-hole pairs are created and
only the conductivity varies according to
Cr = oocOn(pe + ph)
where pe
 and ph are the electron and hole mobilities, respec-
tively, and Art 1s the number of generated electron-hole pairs.
The imaginary portion of the permittivity is thus changed
proportional to the number of generated pairs.
As previously reported [91, planar waveguide structures
Utilizing this externally induced conductivity change have
been analyzed and it was shown that the attenuation and
mode index of the propagating mode are sigrJficantly altered
by conductivity changes in the semiconductor cladding. An
amplitude modulator and phase modulator were proposed
using these results. Furthermore, it was noted that the planar
waveguide structures a i.:ibit a periodic coupling between
modes in the dielectric waveguide and semiconductor cladding.
The experimental confirmation of the periodic coupling from
the wavegw . ,e modes to the semiconductor cladding is dis-
cussed in Section II for propagation at 632.8 nm. Section
III examines the waveguide characteristics at a wavelength
below the handgap of the silicon o lidding (1 150 nnn). Based
on the previous analysis of the characteristics of the guide at
632.8 nm and the results of SCCtium III, it was observed that
the silicon film could be used as a frequency filter. The
frequency characteristics ate investigated in detail in Section
IV and these results suggest the use of such clad waveguides
as coarse frequency filters.
11. Ti 11ORY AND E:XPfRI MEN [- AL Vt-ItIIICA[-ION
Computer modeling studies of fuur-layer, silicun-clad,
planar optical waveguides Indicate that the attenuation behaves
as a damped sinusoid with increasing semiconductor thickness
[91. Experimental confirmation of this predicted elfect is
presented after a brief review of previous predictions.
The four laver planar waveguide structure under consldeia-
tion 1s shown in Fig. I where the guided light is propagating
in the : direction in the dielectric IN S I. and it is assumed
there is no variation in the Y direction. .all materials are loss.
less except for the silicon (N 2 ). The dispersion relations for
this structure are well known and two methods of solution
NI •1R (r, • 10 - 10)
Itz
	
N= SILICON In • n - III)
1,3	 4 3 DIELECTRIC In 	 I S! - IO
N, SUBSTRATE ( n • 1 SI - 10)
F ig. 1. Four-layer planar waveguide structure.
for the complex mode propagation constant (a + jp) have been
described previously [ 1 1 ] , (121.
The waveguide consists of a semi-infinite glass substrate. a
dielectric core of thickness I µm, a silicon cladding varying
from 0.01 to 10 pm in thickness, and a semi-infinite layer of
air. A free-space wavelength of 632.8 rim was assumed and all
material parameters shown in Fig. I art for this wavelength.
It should be noted that permittivity values for thin amorphous
semiconductor films depend on the method of deposition and
any impurities deliberately or accidentially added to the semi-
conductor [ 13 ] , [ 14] . Thus, values assumed in these calcula-
tions may vary from those of the experimental films since no
attempts were made to measure the permittivity of the experi-
mental films at optical frequencies.
Silicon was investigated as a semiconductor cladding and the
attenuation curve of Fig. 2 was generated by varying the
cladding thickness from 0.01 to 10 pm. All other parameters
were held constant in tfte calculations and results were con-
firmed using the two computer solution techniques I I I ] , [ 12] .
It was initially expected that decreasing the lossy cladding
thickness to 0.01 pm would reduce the attenuation to zero in
a well-behaved manner; however, the results were not as
expected below a silicon thickness of l .0 pm.
Experimental confirmation of the oscillatory behavior of
the attenuation versus silicon thickness curve was subsequently
attempted. Low-loss, single-mode optical waveguides were
diffused into soda-lime glass from a sodium nitrate/silver
nittate melt using an ion-exchange fabrication technique
1151 -[ 18 ] . Uniform silicon films I mm wide and extending
across the waveguide were deposited using a t2dio-frequency
sputterng system 11 1)] -1211 . For cacti run, the system was
prepumped to a base pressuic less than 5 X 10 -6
 torr and all
sputtering was performed in an argon atmosphere at a pressure
of 10 ' torr. A number of uniform silicon films with thick-
nesses in file range of 0.02-0.4 pm were fabricated. High
predicted altenualtons in the silicon-clad guide along with
severe experimental inaccuracies in either the fluid coupler
or the sliding-prism attenuation measurement technique [ ,]
has made quantitative conflrn, ition difficult. Thus, a photo-
graphic technique was emtplus -d for confirmation of the
behavior shown in Fig. 2.
As Fig. 3 indicates, qualitative confirmation of the damped
oscillatory behavior of the .ittenuation versus silicon thickness
curve has been ,ucccWul. A 5 mW Ile-Ne (n32.8 rim) laser
was coupled into the silicon-clad guide using a prism coupler.
Fig. 3 is a top view of the coupler and slhcon-clad planar
waveguide with propagation from left to reht In each of the
three photographs, the coupling into the waveguide was
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hit 2. Attenuition :hAI.I, trn.ues tit adiCUn-elut %k J%C uldc (110
modc. aascicngth • 632.8 nm)
Hit 3. Ctpennxntal mr.LUtrmcnte eat %it,esuldc .Ittenuatlan
tnaxunited. All photogl.lphic exposia-e!. are 5 s, Q, ASA 400
lilnt Uninterrupted propagation occurs until the bt-anl
clicounters the I mill "sldc sillitin film a1 which polnt It 111.11
stittct a I.itge Jttcnui(ion. She1i differences lit the hcam
Inicn.LtY to the lelt of the slllcoi 111111 .tie title to dlllerences In
Coupling etlt.ICncy and siattclnlg In the uldlsldual ecavegutdes.
For a silicon Illit AM A thick lFIg..,(all . the hcam Is clearly
attenuated is computer calculations pleLllct For a film 500 A
thick (a predicted nmnunum oft the attenuation thickness
curve tit Fig. 2) nearly uninterrupted propagillon occurs
lFig. ?(b)l . and for a film I IW A thick (i predicted region of
Mill .Iticmuallon), the hcam is agiml iticnuited I vig 1(c)I.
The thicc punts labeled "nleasuled'' ill Fig : curtespond to
the him hicknessirs it Nhlch the photoglaphic exposures
%etc liken J1td ?re not quintititi%c implifude measurements
The pimcipil I 'Ullclumoll Uhlill call be dlJNtl limit the data b
that thele Is it Ieast one 1111nunuml ill Jticnuition which occurs
ill the Ihlckness range `00-1100 A The existence of this
locil nuinnunl hel%cen _W and 1100 A was sulillirly Vert-
lied %shit a dittercm set of silicon•c1Jd wavcguides It should
be noted that Jccurite thickness nll • JSUrenlcnts arc difficult
for silicon films less than 200 A and that the values lilt the
telialUvc indexes used ill the conlpitcl calculations may differ
Item those ill the Jclual silicon-clad waveguilles. Futthel-
morc, predicted high attenuations for subsequent peaks and
villev s tit the attenuation versus silicon thickness curve male
coatmnlation of the 0scillitory behavior for thicker silicon
tihns extit-mely difficult (I.e., the attenuation for subsequent
peaks is greater than 1000 dN/cm) Additional measurements
HII1 tie Ir/.Iwlrd to conlinn the Jbsoltlic .ittcnuitwn levels
observed.
III C AtC • ULAIWNS 1NI t ANALYSIS AT 1150 fill)
It his been predicted that lire attenuation 'avid mode Index
ill the folic-IJVCI sthcon-clid guide ire significantly altered by
conductivity chinges ill the sdicon, acd amplitude and phase
Illtidt11J10IS have been pioposed using these results 101. Cil-
cul.Ifltims N'ere pvesemed for a w'JVCIctigIli 0i 02.S rim. and
modulation would he .iccomplished as a result of a change m1
file sc11mconductur Conductn'Ity VIJ Jn incident light bean
with photon energy above the bindgip of the silicon. It is
evident. however, that the h3:.8 nil guided %ave will mid-
vettentlN excite the silicon claddmg smx it Is abo"'L• the band-
gap. To cucumlvc11t this problem flee wavelength ss'as changed
to 1150 nil Jnd the amplitude and phase ChiraLictmics of
the guile were allalyied. This wavelength is such that the
JbStilp11011 COCII1CICIll cif Jill l4phtith S 1111 - 011 IS 1111111111.11 I 	 ^I
1271 Ind appieclahle excitation of till • silicon cladding due to
the 1150 11111 gmdcd wave Is unlikely. Ultect optical modula-
tion, however, would still he lcilved h) alicting the conduc-
tivity of file silicon wmh a light beam %kith /1110101/ energy
above th, batldpl , of silicon (i1 the vhlble Icizion). Conlputel
pickliCtions ill the piopiginon chalaciemtics of the four-
layer .dicoti-clad plan.0 wiveguide it 1150 rim atc ptesented
in tills section.
Tile mictmitimi and phase constant curves of Figs. 4 and 5
%etc gt-nclated 1"y varying the silicon claddm l; thickness Item
0.01 l0 1.0 Nil (tile please constant ^i his been nonm.Illred
b) Ic a = 'rr; ^,, so that Al cures shove the mode Index). Ma-
terial paranletefs shown u1 Figs. 4 and ^ are for a 1150 nil
wavelength The curves alt- again similar to exponen11.111N
damped smusuids Wrlh exifeme values of the mode Index
llh^al C010110nthng to the nlcdtin vJItICS (maxlnulnl slope)
in the attenuation (a) :uncs. Fxtiene values ill the a curve
C0110,1 1 k i ld t, 1 Ille'dlall \'allies Ill the 0rA„ curve% Jlld the oscll-
litions ill both curves ippioich a medlin value at lU Nm.
Similar behavior was observed for a wavelength of 632.8
nn1 and results were described as a penticllc coupling be-
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Fig.5. Node index characteristics of silicon -clad wave guide 1TEo
mode, wavelength = 1150 nm).
tween the guided mode (TE O ) in the dielectric and the lossy
TE' modes t of the semiconductor guide 191 . Figs. 4 and 5
show that such coupling still occurs and the amplitude of the
osLillations has increased.
This coupling (or lack thereof) has a profound effect on the
attenuation and phase characteristics of the original four-
layer waveguide. Therefore, a partial structure consisting of a
silicon guiding region surrounded by semi-infinite layers of
air and dielectric was analyzed.
The mode Index and attenuation constants for the lirst
few low order TE' modes in the silicon wave g uide are shown
in Figs. 6 and 7. All modes (except, perhaps the lowest order
TE; mode) are very lossy and the attenuation Increases fur
the higher order modes. In Figs. 5 and 6, note that a phase
I TEj denotes guided modes in the semiconductor and TE i denotes
guided modes in the dielectric.
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match condition occurs between the TE O mode in the wave-
guide and the TE, mode In the partial structure (air -silicon-
dielectric) at tsi = 0.2 µm. This phase match is present at
each of the successively higher order TE' mode cutoff thick-
nesses and corresponds to the respective attenuation peaks in
Fig. 4 for the total structure. The sharp nulls I n the attenua-
tion curve, indicating very low coupling efficiency, occur at
thicknesses midway between the cutoff value of two adjacent
lossy TE' modes. Note, however, that the first peak on the
four-layer attenuation curve (Fig. 4) is considerably lower
than the subsequent peaks. This behavior is unlike that of the
attenuation curve presented at 632.8 nin (Fig. 2). Observe
that the TEo etude of the thlce-layer guide (Fig. 7) is reason-
ably low-loss, and that, although nearly complete transfer of
energy between the guide and the silicon occurs for ts, = 0.25
µtit, coupling is into a low-loss mode. For the subsequent
peaks on the attenuation curve ( Fig. 4), coupling is into high-
loss moles of the partial structure and the attenuation of the
four-layer guide is thus greater. For large silicon thickness,
however, the four-layer attenuation curve (Fig. 4) exponen-
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tially approaches that of the three-laver structures previously
analyzed 1231, where the semiconductor layer is considered
semi-intinue. Similarly, the abrupt transitions oil mode
index curv; of the complete structure (Fig. 5) occur when the
phase match condition is Satisfied and the guided waves couple
into successively higher order niodes of the partial structure.
These results are similar to the power transfer calculations for
linearly tapered directional couplers 1241-1261. Finally,
note that the period and amplitude of the attenuation charac-
teristics of the silicon-clad guide are a function of the r aterial
permittivities for a given wavelength as Fig. 2 (7t = 63:.8 nm)
and Fig. 4 (X = 1150 nm) indicate.
Calculations presented in this section demonstrate that the
attenuation and mode index of the four-layer silicon clad
planar dielectric waveguide behave as exponentially damped
sinusoids for a wavelength of 1150 nil. The effect may he
explained as a coupling between the basic TE O mode of the
dielectric waveguide and the high loss TE' modes of the
semiconductor guide. The oscillatory behavior of the attenua-
tion and mode index curves, a necessary prerequisite for the
direct modulation of the guided beam, is still apparent and
detailed calculations of a direct optical modulation scheme at
632.8 nni are presented elsewhere 19). These calculations at
1150 mn demonstrate that the required modulation technique
is still feasible without inadvertent excitation of the silicon
cladding by the guided light wave.
IV, SELECTIVE FREQUENCY FILTERING
The attenuation characteristics of silicon-clad waveguides are
a function of the material permittivities for a particular wave-
length as Fig. 2 (Xo = 632.8 nm) and Fig. 4 (X o = 1150 nm)
indicate. Based on the observed change in period and ampli-
tude of the attenuation curve oscillations as the material
parameters vary with wavelength, it is evident that selective
frequency filtering can be realized with a silicon-clad wave-
guide. In particular, for a given silicon-cladding thickness,
the attenuation will vary drastically as the material pernlittivi-
ties vary with wavelength, and through optunization of the
semiconductor cladding thickness, a particular frequency
filtering response may be obtained with the clad guide. For
example, note that a silicon thickness is, = 0.10 µnn lies in a
range of high attenuation (a > 10 4 n/m) on Fig. 2 (A = 632.8
nm), while it is in a region 4 low attenuation (a< 10 3 n/m)
on Fig. 4 (X = 1 150 nm). It is this effect which will be used
for frequency filtering. The permittivities of all four ma-
terials (air, silicon, guide, substrate) in the planar waveguide
structure of interest vary with wavelength; however amorphous
silicon is particularly sensitive to frequency variations as
Table I indicates 1.1 71. The predicted frequency filtering
effect is due almost solely to a change in silicon permittivity.
It should be again noted that the permittivity of amorphous
silicon Is highly dependent upon the method of preparation.
Attenuation versus silicon thickness curves similar to those
of Figs. 2 and 4 were generated as the wavelength was allowed
to change from 0.35 to 1.55 µn1 and the peinuttnvities of
the four layers consequently varied (101, 1271 . All attenua-
tion curves retained their characteristic oscillations: however,
the amplitude and period of the oscillations were significantly
TABLE 1
Amom p Hovs SILICON PAAAMFTEMs AS A FUNCTIOV O ► WAVELENGTH
•\v•Irntll
	 (A1111•M\ ) Y.	 '^AII ^Y•	 IA Ar• Ar IAI IY• 01Y ^^'111Y11Y
n. 1s 1 41 2.1140 s.n Jn. An
n,a; 11 1.47A 4n
n.r ..t n Am IN	 a 01 nn
A.%? ..	 I I n AAA 17. 1 S. AA
0.017 4.11 n IAA IAA 1.20
n.AS 4.AY n. 201• 14.1 1	 1s
A AA 1.07 n, 1001 I%.A 150
A 7: 1.40 A.IS4 0.6 1.70
0,010 1.47 1.0401 11.5 n. SA
I.tin 1.As n n47 17.1 01.45
1.1 1 1.50 0 054 12.0 n in
1	 24 1	 AS nn10 12.4 A 701
1.51 1	 Y, n .n7A 17	 4 0.20
altered. Similarly, the mode index versus silicon thickness
curves retained their characteristic oscillatory behavior al-
though the frequency and amplitude of the oscillations
changed.
Figs. 8-10 were obtained by assumin, a given silicon thick-
ness in tine four-layer planar structure and allowing the wave-
length to vary (and consequently, the material permittivities).
The resulting attenuation (dB) for a I rim wide silicon bar is
plotted vertically in Figs. 8-10.
A high-pass frequcacy filter is reaiizcd in Fig. 8. Insertion
loss is less than 7 dB for a wavelength greater than 1.0 Nm for
the three silicon thicknesses considered (ts, = 0.09, 0.10, 0.11
µm), and the extinction for wavelengths less than 0.7 µm is
more than 50 dB. The particular filter characteristics in the
wavelength region of 0.7-1.0 Nni may be adjusted by changing
the thickness of the silicon cladding.
Filters with passband wavelengths of 0.7-0.9 pm are shown
in Fig. 9. Note that the exact location of the passband may
be varied for the three silicon thicknesses of interest (is, =
0.15, 0.17, 0.1 14 µm) and that high attenuation (>100 dB)
occurs immediately outside of this passband reg,:.. Insertion
loss, however, is approximately 20 dB.
Even relatively short sections of silicon-clad waveguides are
lossy, and for a practical device the insertion loss must be
reduced significantly. Thin dielectric buffer layers have been
used to lower the attenuation losses of metal-clad dielectric
waveguides [28). These layers are placed between the dielec-
tric core and the metal and act as buffers to remove a large
portion of the field from the metal cladding. The effect of a
silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) buffer layer on the filter response curve
was investigated. The results are shown Inn Fig. 10. A silicon
thickness is, = 0.13 µm was assumed and the attenuation
versus wavelength was calculated for a four-layer structure.
Note that an insertion loss of approximately 40 dB is apparent
in the passband region of 632.8 mn, although rapid extinction
is evident (>400 dB) immediately outside of the passband
region. A silicon dioxide buffer layer (ts i
 = 0.2 µfn) of refrac-
tive index it 1.46 was then added, and the filter response
curve for the five-layer structure was calculated. Insertion loss
is now less than 9 dB at a wavelength of 632.8 nm while rapid
extinction (>200 dB) is still evident unmednately outside of
this passband. Further reduction of the passband attenuation
may result from optimization of the buffer layer and silicon
thicknesses. Although no attempt has been made to optunize
the filter characteristics, Figs. 8 and 9 indicate the low fre-
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quency cutoff and the attenuation peals may be adjusted by
proper choice o(cladding thickness.
V. CONCLUSIONS
It has been shown that planar dielectric waveguides clad
with silicon exhibit a damped periodic oscillation in their
attenuation and phase characteristics. The effect is due to a
periodic coupling hetween the lossy guided modes In the
silicon film and the TEo mode of the dielectric waveguide.
Experimental confirmation of this periodic coupling for a
01 i_-- -
4	 6	 6	 IO	 12	 1.4	 16
X (Mml
Fig. 10. Reduction in attenuation of filter with Si0 2 buffer layer
in - 1.46, t S,0 2 - 0.2 ,um).
wavelength of 632.8 nm has been achieved. Calculations for a
wavelength of 1150 run indicate that the attenuation and
mode index still retain their oscillatory behavior. Thus, a
direct optical modulation scheme through excitation of the
silicon cladding is still applicable without inadvertent excita-
tion of the cladding by the guided wave. The silicon-clad
guide may also be used as a frequency filter, and the charac-
teristics may be adjusted through optimization of the silicon
thickness and through control of a buffer layer. Practical
devices are currently being constructed to confirm their pre-
dicted characteristics.
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